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PRODUCT FICHE

738324
BM251SG2WG

Microwave

Control type Electronic control
Easy use Allowing rapid heating of food activated by a

single touch. Easily increase the time by 30
seconds with another press. The SmartStart
function will prove particularly handy when
you just can't wait for your warm meal.

Technology of producing microwaves Standard technology (HTV)
Type of microwave distribution Rotating plate
Input type TouchControl
Type of display LED display
Smart Control SmartControl
LogicalChoice Yes
Display can be switched off Yes
AUTO menu Yes
Preinstalled programmes 15
Speed and auto defrost (by time and weight) Yes
Function Smart display Elegant and clearly laid out LED display

allows you to monitor the cooking or heating
progress in the microwave oven. The
countdown timer provides up-to-date
information on how much longer the cooking
process will take and which function is set.

Multi level cooking You can cook in stages by manually
programming each step of the cooking
process. For example, in step 1 you may
also choose for more microwaves than grill,
in step 2 the other way around, or you start
with defrosting and continue with baking.
When you activate the StepBake mode, the
microwave oven automatically changes the
steps, so you don't have to do it manually.

Time display In a busy kitchen, you may be juggling
multiple tasks simultaneously.
This convenient and valuable countdown
timer allows you to stay organized and to set
time independently from the cooking. When
the countdown stops, you get notified with
the sound alarm.

ChildLock Yes
Door safety bolt Safety switch makes sure the use of the

microwave oven is perfectly safe. It
automatically stops the program progress if
the door is opened during operation.

AquaClean function Yes

USP :

Basic information :

Brand GORENJE

Product name / Family Microwave

Commercial code BM251SG2WG

Internal article number 738324

EAN code 3838782498930

Construction  type Built-in

Type of micro-wave oven MW+Grill function

Cavity capacity 25 l

Maximum micro-wave power 900 W

Grill power 1000 W

Door opening Button

Color / Material front Glass

Front screen material Yes

Connection Rating 1450 W

Current 10 A

Voltage 230 V

Frequency 50 Hz

Length of electrical supply cord 100 cm

Plug type Euro/schuko

Net weight 19,5 Kg

Gross weight 22,0 Kg
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Product group Microwave

Main colour of product White

Installation type Built-in

Basic color of product White

Height of the product 388 mm

Width of the product 595 mm

Depth of the product 401 mm

Cavity height 206 mm

Cavity width 328 mm

Cavity depth 368 mm

Min height of installation niche 380 mm

Max height of installation niche 382 mm

Min width of installation niche 560 mm

Max width of installation niche 568 mm

Height of the packed product 566 mm

Width of the packed product 684 mm

Depth of the packed product 484 mm

Additional cooking method Grill Yes

Additional cooking method Fan cooking No

Additional cooking method Conventional Yes

Type of combination Microwaves+grill

Type of grill Quarc

Type of control Electronic

Clock Yes

Number of power levels 5

Turntable Yes

Turntable diameter 315 mm

Cavity material Stainless steel

Included accessories N/A

Automatic programmes Yes

Integrated Cleaning system N/A

Interior light Yes

Short description of the product XY925Z - BM251SG2WG - SUPERIOR LINE

Timer Programmable

Update function No

Features :

Noise 63 dB(A) re 1 pW

Energy label information / Performance :
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